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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
-Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
. 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or rni) Time ________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ Ib 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
• Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP= ~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= ~ 
Q 
n 
R 
ct 
E 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, ~ where l is a linear dimen-
IL 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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METHODS USED IN THE NACA TANK FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL-
STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS OF FLYING BOATS 
By R OLAND E . OLSON and NOR MAN S. L AND 
SU MMARY 
R ecent trends in the design of flying boats, such as high wing 
loadings (high get-away speeds) and high load coefficients (rela-
tively narrow hu lls) have made the problems associated with 
longitudinal stability oj primary importance . The need for 
additional research on longi tudinal stability or porpoi ing is 
recognized and the stabi lity characteri tic of model of se'VeraL 
flying boats have been determined in NAOA Tank No. 1 . 
These investigations were made for the purpose of (1) determin-
ing uitable methods jor evaluating the stability characteristirs 
oj models of flying boat· , and (2) determining the design param-
eters which have an important e.ffect on the porpoising. This 
report is mainly concerned w~th the construction oj suitablr. 
models, tht apparatus, and the methods used in the tests . The 
e. ffect oj change in some de. ign parameters is discu sed. 
The models were dynamically similar to the full-size airplane . 
Dynamic imilarity required the use of a complete model with 
wings, tail, and hull built to scale d7'men ions, the weight of the 
model being so di posed as to re ult in scale weight , balance, and 
pi tching moment of inertia. The use oj such models results 171 
forces and motions similar to those oj the full-size flying boat. 
A description of the construction oj a typical model and lhe 
ballasting procedure used is presented. 
For the purpose oj investigating the stability characte?'istics 
of a model during take-off, two general methocls are usually 
followed: (1) the range oj trims at which the model is stable is 
determined jor a series oj constan t speeds covering a practical 
ran,qe oj operation, and (2) the variation in attitude and be-
havior oj the model is notecl during accelerated run. It is 
found that , in general, there are two primary limits oj stabili ty: 
an upper limit oj trim above which porpoising occur , and a 
lower limit qf trim bt low which p orpoising occurs. B etween 
these limit lies a range oj stable trims which is the operating 
ran ,qe jor stable take-o.ff . This stable range oj trims jorms the 
limitation on center-of-gravity locations and aerodynamic 
control-surface ettings j or stable take-offs. The upper trim 
limi t has two branches . The higheT branch defines the tTims at 
which pOTpoising staTts a the tTim is increased, and the lower 
branch defines the trim at which stability is again reached as 
the tTim is decTeased . 
A n incTease in model gro load is found to m ove the tTim 
limits oj stabili ty to higher trims . A n increase in the depth oj 
tep has no aPPTeciable effect on the lower tTim limit oj . tabili ty 
but raises the upper trim limi t to higher trims and reduces the 
violence oj the porpoi-sing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the longitudina.l tability of flying boa.ts 
whil e in motion on the water has become of major importance 
in the design of such boat because of the presen t trends in 
the constru ction of that typ e of craft. Flying boats are being 
designed wi th high wing loadings (increased get-away 
speeds), greater load coeffi cien ts (relatively narrow hulls), 
and high cen ters of gravity. These characteristics, no t 
found in older designs, cause the fl ying boat to opera te 
under condi tions that, in general, have not been previously 
encountered. With these and other changes, the flying 
boat i apparen tly becoming more unstable while on the 
water and at the same tinle, in view of the increased get-
away and landing speeds, a cond ition of stabili ty is more 
essen tial now than previously. The resi tance characteris-
tics have become of seconda.ry importance because of the 
iJl creased power available in present engine designs. 
The need for ad di tionall'e ear'ch on the problem of longi-
tudinal stabili ty, or porpoising, is recognized and models of 
several flying boats have already been tested at the NACA 
tank. M any of the form s have had poor characteri stics of 
longi tudinal stabili ty, and changes in fo rm have been sug-
ges ted for the pmpose of either correcting or reducing the 
pol'poising tendencie. lVIodels of new designs have been 
te ted to determin e under what condition they are ull stable, 
and changes in form have been made in an effor t to il1-
sm e stabili ty for the full-size flying boat. 
The pre ent paper i devoted to the discussion of cer tain 
methods of testing dynamic model that have been fOllnd 
helpful in the determination of the longitudinal- tabili ty 
characteri tics on the water of a number of pecific flying 
boats . It should be noted that these method are still in 
the process of improvement and no method as yet gives a 
perfect or final answer. Consequently, both specific and 
general research mu t be continued for the pmpose of im-
proving knowledge of the problems as ociated with the 
appearance of dynamic instability. 
The effects of similar modifications Oll the longitudinal-
stability characteri tic of these models will be compared 
aud general con clusions may be drawn a to the importance 
of these modification. These resul ts hould be of a sistancc 
in evaluating the effects of possible variations in the planing 
bo ttom of any particular model. 
R esearch should not be confined to the investigation of 
defini te forms but should be extended to include the 
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determination , insofar as possible, of the necessary condition 
Lhat. ~ust exi t in the design of the flying boat to provid e 
stabilIty on the water and the order of the importance of 
these cond itions. The technique used in te ting should be 
developed, with emphasis placed on duplicating full-size 
maneuvers. Addi tional information should also be obtained 
concerning the application of tank data and observation s 
to thc full- ize airplane. 
METHODS USED IN PREDICTING STABILITY 
CHARA CTERISTICS 
Theoretical.- Mathematical theories for determinina th e 
condition of stability of a flying boat while on the waterbhave 
been uggested. P elTing and Glau er t (r efe1"c11ce 1) were 
among the fIrst to publish an approximate solu t ion to the 
equations of motion for a flying boat. Klemin, Pierson , and 
torer (reference 2) have pres nted a slightly difl'erent treat-
ment of th f' same general method given in Lb e Bri t ish pal?er. 
The amount of work necessary to determine the condi tion 
of stability by use of the method of rcference 1 or rcference 2 
is extr emely large. Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic data 
for the airplane must be available, and the actual compu ta-
tions are ted ious. Un til a more simple, less laborious, and 
more accurate method for determining the condition of 
tability by means of theoretical compu ta tions is developed, 
Lhe need for tests of dynamic mod els in the towing tank 
will remain. 
Observations made during the usual tank tests.- Predict-
ing the stabili ty cha,racteri tics of the model on the basis of 
ob ervation mad e during th e u ual tank tes ts may lead to 
crroneous con clusions. The procedure followed in this type 
of test (refcrence 3) requires only that a model be geometric-
ally similar to the full- ize hull; the correct gro s weigh t is 
obtained by counterbalancing the weight of the model and 
lhe weight of the towing aear . Th e ma tha t i moving 
vertically ithus greatly in excess of the 'weight corre ponding 
Lo the gro weight of the aircraft. With the presen t type of 
lowina gear , it would be impo siblc to obtain the correct 
mas moving ver tically. The lift of the wing is simulated 
by a hydrofoil lifting device or dead weights, and no effort 
is made to duplicate the change in lift with change in trim, 
lhe damping effect, or the control momen ts of the acrody-
namic surfaces. The mod els arc generally con tru cted of 
pille OJ" mahogany and no attempt is mad e to obtain th e 
correct moment of inerti a. 
Th e porpoising characteristics ob erved during this type 
of test are only a very rough apPl"Oximat ion of those for tIl(' 
fu ll-size flying boat. 
Research using dynamically similar models ,- R cferences 4 
5, n.nd 6 report research condu cted by the Bri tish in th~ 
Vickers and R.A.E. tanks with dynamic models, models 
with the proper geometric form an d also th e conect momenL 
of inertia and rna s moving ver tically. These reports di eu s 
lhc m ethod u ed and a few of the conclusions drawn from 
lhe rcsuIt of tbe test. 
Rcsearch bas been condu cted at the ACA tank to inves-
Ligate the stabili ty characteristics of fl ying boaLs by use of 
dynamically similar mod els. The aerodynamic ul"face', 
wing and tail group, are a par t of the model. 
. The :'emaindel' of this report will be devoted mainly to a 
ell CUSSlOn of the problems involved in the construction of the 
model, the apparatus for makuJg the tests, and the methods 
of testing. In this di cu sion, data from the construction 
ann test of a mod el of a typical flying boat will b e used for 
illustration and from the data some conclusions will be drawn 
as to changes in the form of thc hull that will improve the 
stability characteristics. 
MODEL 
Selection of size of modeL- In tank te ts the resul ts of 
model tests arc converted to full size by applyina Froude's 
law of comparison. According to this law, the hydro-
dynamic forces vary as the cube of the cale at a given value 
of the Froude number V2/bg (where V is the speed; b, the beam 
of the model ; and g, the gravity con tan t) . It can also be 
shown that, neglecting scale effect, the acrodynamic forces 
vary in the same way wi th scale. N cglecting scale eff ect, 
thc aCl'odynamic force arc a fun ction of pl2V 2 (where p i the 
density of the air ; l , a characteri t ic length ; and V, the 
speed) . At the ame Fl'oude number, V 2 varies a the first 
power of the scale and ZZ vari e as the square of the calc; 
hcnce the aero lynamic forces vary as the cube of the scale. 
H the model is built with a form similar to the full size and 
Lhe gros weigh t is proportional to the cube of the scale, 
the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forces on the model will 
imulate tho e on the full ize, if scale effect is neglected. 
In order to reduce the eITor due to cale effect, the model~ 
arc built a large a possible, the limi ting condition being 
t il e wid th of the tank . (Sec fig. l. ) 
Partieulars of model.- The model used for illLl tration 
repre ents a hypo thetical design for a modern flying boat of 
133,000 pounds gross weight and is de ignated NACA mod el 
10l. The form of the hull was chosen from IL eries of stream-
line hulls originated at the ACA tank. Part of the series 
ha been tested, bu t the resul ts have no t been published. A 
later extension of the series was mane to include variation 
in the length-beam ratio , and it was from this last-men tionecl 
family that the hull for model 101 was chosen. 
The heigh t of the bow ann tern were selected on the basi, 
of the re ult obtained during tests of the original streamline 
hulls. The length-beam ratio i 6.54. The lin es of the hull 
arc given in figure 2; the typical sections, in figure 3; and 
the offset , in tables I an d II. The general arrangemen t of 
the complete model i sho'wn in figure 4. 
Important elimen ions of th f' model are as follows: 
Dimensions of hull: 
Beam, m axi munL __ 
Bcam , at step ___ _ 
Lcngth of fore body __ 
Le l\ gth of afte rbody __ 
Lcngth of tail extension __ _ 
Length,over-a IL __ __ _ ________ _ 
Depth of st ep: 
ModclI01BA, 2. percent beam ___ ____ _ 
Moclel 10IBB, 4.9 percent beam __ ~ 
Modell01B C, 7.0 percent beall1 __ _ 
An gle of dead risc at step : 
Excluding ch ine fiare __ _______________ _ 
In clud ing chine fiare __ ________________ _ 
Angle between keel lines at , tep __________ __ _ 
One-twet/th-
FulL-size size modeL 
( feet) (inches) 
14.25 14.25 
13. 84 ] 3.84 
56. 02 56. 02 
37. 15 37.1 5 
35. 24 35. 24 
128. 41 128.41 
. 40 .40 
. 70 .70 
1. 00 1. 00 
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,-Mom carn or;p B oom 
GUide wheels--
Towmq p y ramid - - -
Lenqlh o f model 
Span of wmq 
Depth of waler 
W,dlh o f tonk 
Helqh t o f r cller 
c aqe from waler 
Helqhl of bollom of 
pusher c ornaqe 
from water 
Lenqth of boom b e -
tween pusher ond 
mom carn aqe 
Roller coqe 
- Towmq s l a ff 
(In) 
12841 
20000 
72 00 
28800 
4000 
11900 
30000 
(For main carnage see reference J) 
F WUJl.E I.- General arrangement of pusber carriage for towi ng dynam ic models. 
W L.3 W L 2 W L I Half-breadth 
~tf~I:--~-:' -~=:=----~- . ·~·-~I-<t. 
W L 4 
Body Profile Chine, I I Mean line~s ____________ __ -+I __________ -----:~ _________ -.! 
, _.2 -__ 
- - { - - - -
1.3· 
AP F P 
5'5° 
13 2 1 
FIG URE 2.-Lines of modcllOlBA. 
Dimensions of wing: 
Area _____ _________ _ 
Span ____ _______________________________ _ 
Root chord __ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Root chord, ection ___ ____________________ _ 
Tip chord __ ____ ______ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Tip chord, section ___ ____ _________________ _ 
Angle of wing etting, to ba e line ____ - _ - - - --
Lead ing edge at root, aft of bow _ - - - - _ - - - --
Length M . A. C __ ___ ____ ___ ______________ _ 
Leading edge M. A. C. a ft of bow _____ _____ _ 
Leading edge M. A. C. forward of tep _____ _ 
Taper ratio __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A pect ratio ____ ___ _ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
One-twelflh-
seze model 
Full-si ze SqUtlTe 
Square feet incites 
3, 700 3, 700 
Feet IlIches 
200 200 
28 28 
NAOA 23021 
9. 33 9. 33 
N AOA 23012 
5.5 0 
41. 03 41. 03 
20. 12 20. 12 
43.79 43. 79 
12. 23 12. 23 
3:1 
10.7 
pper- urface ordinate at 35-percent chord lie 
pendicular to center line of model. No twi t . 
on line per-
Dimensions of horizontal tail , urfacc: Square feel 
&!uare 
incites 
DimeIJsions of horizontal tail s urface-Continued 
Chord, elevatoL _________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Section ___ __ ______________ ----- - --------
Aspect ratio ____ _ 
Loading conditions: 
c. g. forward of stelL _____ - -
c. g. above keeL __ __________ -
c. g., percent M. A. C _______ _ 
Gro load: 
All modcls (normal C.1o = 0.72) - - --
AI 0 on model 101B : 
C.1o= 0 .62 - ---- -
C.1o = 0.82_ - - -----
Pi tching moment of inertia about c. g.: 
All models (normal) __ ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AI 0 on model 101BC (25-percent increase) __ _ 
Ma 's mo ving vertically: 
All model (norma\) _ - --- - -
One-twelflh-
Full -size si ze model 
6.0 6. 0 
NACA 0015 
3.5 
Feet 
7. 20 
13. 11 
Pounds 
133, 000 
107, 00 
142, 500 
Slug-feel' 
149, 000 
1 6, 000 
Pounds 
133, 000 
25 
IlIches 
7. 20 
13. 11 
POll,nds 
76. 5 
65. 
7. 1 
'lug-feel ' 
5. 97 
7. 46 
Pounds 
Area ___ ___________ ___________________ _ 504 
Feet 
, pan ___ ______________ __________________ _ 42. 0 
Chord, totaL _____ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 12. 0 
504 
IlIcltes 
42. 0 
12.0 
Also all model 101T:3C _______ -
----- --- ----{ 
76. is 
7. 1 
95.6 
114.7 
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Dc 
--I..:::..r--'----'--- -t--'-.-- ,' 
c I 
a 
j 
Siaftons 1 to 9A 
StaflOns 13A to 21 
Mean 
/ 
R 
Mean I -,,~~~-1~~~+Dl 
D" Base 
T~ I '--'--+--' 
f I I a 
~ ~ 
Staflons 10 to l3F 
Bose ! Ime 
, 
Sta tions 22 to 30 
fIr. VllE 3.- T ypil"al hull sections . 
Figure 5 show model 101BA as embl ed and ready for 
testing. 
Construction of model.- In order that modifica t ions may 
be easily made, the hull of thi part icular model is constructed 
in t hree sections. The bow section forms the por tion of the 
hull forward of tation 10. The main section extends from 
station] 0 to the after perpendicular a nd is recessed to receive 
the third , or afte rbody, ection. T h ree afterbody sections 
were available for these te ts giving three depth of main 
step. The wing and tail group arc attached to the main 
section of the hull. 
Figure 6 show the type of construction used throughout 
the hulJ . Tran verse frames with l ightening h oles are cut 
from }{s-inch and }i-inch spruce plywood. A mean-line 
stringer o( }{s-inch plywood extends on each side from bow 
to tern. Oth er stri nger a rc X- by X-inch bal a. Two 
relatively heavy bu lkheads (%-inch plywood with no ligh t-
elling holes) and a h eavy horizontal platform OHnch 
mahogany) arc located at the po it ion of attachment of 
wing and towing fittinO" . T he bottom i planked with 
}~-i Jl ch bal a and the ides and deck arc planJzed with 
}{s-inch bal a. T he h ull is covered with p rofilm to preven t 
absorption of water by the balsa planking. T he bottom 
and lower portion of the side have two coat of gray pig-
mented varnish in addition to the pr05.1m. T he pro fi lm is 
applied Lo the bal a kin in small sheet, or strips, with 
overlapping edge . 
The sam e type of construction (fi 0". 7) is used in the wing. 
Ribs are ply wood and str ingers arc bal a. A hollowed bal a 
lead ing edge form the main spar. T he skin i Yts-illCb 
c ~ ~ 
@ 0 , 
FI GVIlE 4.- 0eneral arrangement of ' ACA model 101. 
balsa applied in diagonal strips. Like the hull , the wing is 
entirely covered wi th profilm and its un de! urface was given 
two coats of gray pigmented varnish. The "ring i bolted 
to the hull at a .fi,xed location and wi th a fixed angle of in-
ciden e of 5W. 
T he tail group is made up of fOLl r subassemblies : two ver-
ti cal urface, a stabilizer , and an elevator. Construction 
of these urfaces is similar to that of the hull and the wing. 
Inasmuch as the lateral tability was no t being inve tigated, 
the t wo vertical surfaces do no t have movable rudder ; 
instead, each is a single fixed surface of proper area to simu-
late rudder and vertical stabilizer . The ettings of both 
elevator and stabilizer arc independently and remotely con-
t rollable from the carriage by mean of Bowden type cables. 
Two duralumin rails are mounted in the fo rebody of the 
mod el to carry the ballast weights. The ballast can be 
moved fore and aft along the rail and adj usted vertically by 
means of pacers. The center of gravity i made to coincide 
wi th the pivot by adjusting th e position of the balla t . 
The moment of inertia is determined by swinging the 
model. M ethods for winging are d crihed in the appendix. 
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F IGURE 5.- M odel IOID .\ assembled for testi ng. 
F IG RE 6.- l\Iodel 101. Construction of hull. 
FIr. URE 7.-M odcllOl. Oonstruetion of wing. 
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Relative contribution of parts of model to the total moment 
of inertia.- As a guide in the construction of future dynamic 
models, the main suba semblies of ACA model 101 were 
wung individually to determine the relative importance of 
each in the total moment of inertia of the whole model. All 
moments of iner tia are in lug-feet2• The data are assembled 
as follow: 
Item 
}'JR' 
I . about transfer 
own c. g. inertia to 
test c. q. 
Hull .. .. ................................. 2.32 0. 11 
Wing........ . ........................... . II . 12 
Horizonta l tail . _ .............. .. .... .. ... _._........ 1. 25 
Vertical tails .. ... _ ..................... _. ............ . 43 
Ballast. __ ._ .. _ .. _ ......... _ .... _ .............. _...... 1.63 
Totals .. _ .......... _ ........ _............ 2.43 3. 54 
I about 
I about test c. g., 
test c. g. percent of 
2.43 
.23 
1. 25 
. 43 
1. 63 
5.97 
total 
40.7 
3.8 
21.0 
7.2 
27. 3 
100.0 
Note that the f o of the tail surfaces wa too small to 
mea ure, but the final contribution of the tail surfaces to 
the required te t moment of inertia of the complete model 
is slightly greater than that of the ballast. Light construc-
tion of the tail surfaces and the after portion of the hull i 
therefore es ential. 
Departures from full-size form that permit more exact 
simulation of full-size behavior .- The model previou ly 
described may be con idered a dimensionally and dynami-
cally correct r eproduction of a hypothetical flying boat. It 
has been found tbat such a model is primarily useful for com-
paring the relative stability of any forms tested. N ever the-
less, the stability of any form tested on uch a model may not 
reproduce exactly that of a similar fuIl- ize flying boat. 
In order that a more accurate indication of full- ize 
behavior may be obtained from the behavior of the model, 
certain modifications must be made to the tru e, scaled-down' 
aerodynamic surfaces. The e change ar e nece sitated by 
the low Reynolds number at which the models are te ted. 
Th e low Reynolds number i due to: (1 ) practical limitations 
on ize and spee 1, and (2) the nece sity of running the hull at 
the proper Froude number. The re ul t of these require-
ments is to redu ce the angle of attack at which the urface 
stall and al 0 the maximum lift coefficient. 
An additional difficul ty arise from the fact that the air-
speed over the model is redu ced to a value slightly below 
the water speed, because the air is dragged along by the 
towing carriage. A redu ction in the total lift at any angle 
and peed i therefore inherent. 
The low stalling angle and low maxim urn lift coeffi cient 
can be compensated for by adding leading-edge slat to the 
wing of the model. The lata given in reference 7 have been 
ll sed in designing such lats. 
The low total lift may be compensated for by adding area 
to the scale-s ize ~\ring, usually by extending the tip. Addi-
tional area may al 0 be necessary on elevato rs to obtain the 
correct con trol moment. 
The aerodynamic characteristics are determined by tow-
ing the model ju t clear of the water and measuring the total 
lift and trimming moment. Adjustments of lats, areas, and 
so forth may then be made on the ba i of these re ults . 
APPARATUS 
In order to reduce the aerodynamic interference between 
the towing carriage and a dynamic model, the water level is 
reduced from that given in reference 3 resulting in a clearance 
between the mod el and the bottom of the carriage of approxi-
mately 10 feet. In these tests t he model was towed from a 
small auxiliary carriage which was pushed by the main car-
riage. The relative positions of the model, the main and 
auxiliary carriag-es, and the tank are shown in figure l. 
Figure hows tb e model being towed under the carriage. 
With the model supported beneath the auxiliary carriage, the 
airspeed in th e vicinity of the wing of the model is slightly 
lower than the carriage speed . With the model supported 
beneath the main carriage at this same low-water level, the 
air peed is lightly higher than the carriage peed. In 
neither case is there any appreciable distortion of the direction 
of the air stream. 
The auxiliary carriage, shown in figure I , is of welded- teel-
tube construction with four supporting wheel and two pairs 
of guide wheels. All wheels have pneumatic tires. An in-
verted pyramid made of steel tubing and extending below 
the carriao-e supports a roller cage. The roller cage eonsi ts 
of two et of ball-bearing rollers, located about a foo t apart 
vertically. E ach of these ets of roller is made up of eight 
rollers located two on each ide of a 2- by I-inch rectangle. A 
vertical towing staff of rectangular section, and of the above 
dimension , is guided by the roll er cage. The model to be 
tested is pivoted at the lower end of the towing staff , the 
pivot being located at the center of gravity of the balla ted 
model. The model is thus free to pitch about its center of 
gravity, at the lower end of the staff, and ri e vertically with the 
taff. R estraint in yaw and roll is provided by the roller cage. 
For the usual stability tests, trim is read from an indicator 
located on the model. 
PROCEDURE 
For the purpo e of investigating the tability characteris-
tics of flying boats in the ACA tank, two general types of 
test procedure are usually followed : (1) The range of trims 
at which the model is stable is determined for a series of con-
stant speeds covering a practical range of operation; and (2) 
the variation in attitude and behavior of the model i noted 
during accelerated runs. 
Constant-speed runs.- In general, there are two primary 
limits of stability: an upper limit con i ting of two part (the 
upper limi t, increasing trim ; and the upper limit, decreasing 
trim) and a lower limi t. Change in trim beyond the upper 
limit, increasing trim, or the lower limi t result in pOl'poising. 
During the early inve tigations, the tail was set at fned 
angles and the trim and condition of stability were noted at 
a series of tail ettings and con tant peeds. The model 
assumed free-to-trim attitude, and the condition of tability 
was noted after a small initial pitchin g motion had been 
applied. If the model was violen tly unstable, the trim was de-
termined by 1'e training the model in pitch with two opposite 
vertical force applied to the tail and by gradually reducing 
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these force until , at lhe instant of rclea e, the forces were 
approxima tely zero. Thc trim was read at the instant of re-
lease before an apprecia bl e amplitu d e of porpoisillg developed . 
By the innstigat ion of the co ndition of stability for a 
number of settings of the tail , the trim s at which the model 
" 'ill be sta ble can be determined. 
The model is liJ.;:e\\·j e run at a scries of con tan t speeds 
with the posit ion of the ta il group controlled by an opcrator 
on the carriage. At cach peed the t rim of the hull i changed 
by adjusti ng the clcvator and stabil izcr positions until the 
available maximum or minimum trim are obtained or until 
porpoising motion i noted. The trim at which porpoising 
motion i flrst ob erved is designated a limit of tability. 
Typical curves arc shown in figure 9. 
z· 
I Dole of lesl 
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F ,r.l·" '. 9.- ::Il odpJ IOln c . ,cs Lter 01 points obtained during lest , 01 model101BC. 
The 10\\'el' limit of sta bility is 0 btained by decreasing the 
trim a nd usually a ppea l' just over the hump pecd a the 
afte rbody comc clear of the water. This limit is presen t 
OYer the remainder of thc take-ofr. 
The upper limi t of stability (incrcasing trim) generally 
appears at intermediate planin cr specds and i r cached by 
increasing the trim un t il porpoising occurs. Bccause the 
t rim of Lhe hull i high , thi porpoi ing is often referred to as 
" high-angle porpoising." 
AJU'r the upper limit of stllbility (increa ing trim) ha 
been ('xceedcd and pOl'poising is star ted, the elevators arc 
moyed to produce a lo\\-er trim and top the motion. The 
model docs not b ecom e stable a. th e upper limi t (increasing 
t rim) i agai n reachcd , Often the trim must be decreased 
by senral degrees belo\\' this limit , before stabili ty i estab-
lished . ' Yhen the model b ecome stable, there j generally 
a uddell decrease ill trim indicating that an excess of control 
moment h ad to be applied to top th e pOl'poising. The 
trim is llo ted just before this sudden drcrease and is desig-
na ted. the upper limit , ci ccI' asiJig t rim , 
If the eleyator control is in uffic ien t to reach the upper 
limit. the model is jumped to a higb trim by a sudd en cb ange 
in the angle of attack of thc elevators. Thi s maneuve r 
sometimes tarts pOl 'poising tha t continues until th e trim is 
decreased to the upper limit, decreasing trim , 
Accelerated runs ,- Ac.c cle rated run arc used for deter-
mining the table posit ions of thc ce nter of grayity and for 
locating the best position of th e step. These te t are mad e 
with the tail group at fixcd angles of attack. A t prearranged 
specds (intervals of 5 fps) during th c acceleratioll , Lhe trim 
of the model i read and the behavior noted. This p rocedure 
is repcated 'at eve ral settings of the tail group . Thc accel-
eration is con tinued to get-away speed unless the pOl'poi ing 
b come too violcnt, in which ca e thc model is taken out of 
the wa ter. For this type of test the get-away peed of the 
model houle! logically be attained in a time equal to that 
for the full-size mul tiplicd by the sq uare roo t of Lhe ca lc. 
If too rapid an acceleration were used, thc t imc availablc for 
making readings would be in ufficie nt . A lowcr rate of 
accelcrat ion is therefore applied , and emphasis is placed on 
the reprodu cing of the rate of acceleration in succe in r un. 
Get-away peed generally is reach ed in 30 or 40 second. 
The effect of ch anging th c rate of accele ration will be dis-
cussed later. 
If a specific design is being inve t igated , tbe co ntrol 
moment produ ced by the t.ail sh ould co rrcspond to that of 
the full size. Thi con trol moment is checked by making 
an aerody namic te t in which the model is towed ju t clear 
of the water , and the lift and the control moments arc read 
from dynamom eters located in the supporting cable . 
A variation of the accelerated-run method of testing is 
used in invc tigating take-off and landing characteristics. 
The ra te of acceleration of the arriage is increa cd and thc 
model i flown off and landecl at difrercnt, attitudes . ;'[otion 
pictures permi t a morc detailed study of the behavior. 
RESULT AND DISCU 10 
Constant-speed tests,- Inasmuch as most of the investi-
gations were made using model 101BC (l.00 inch , dep th of 
step), the results obtaincd \\-ith this model will be eli CllS ed 
in detail. 
Thc dala plotted in figure 9, l'('preseJJ ting Lhe limits of 
slabili ty for modcl 101BC, show a con iderable catter of 
points, especially betwccn tcsts made on diCrerent datcs. 
This scatter may be partially explained by the fact that the 
planing bottom neal' thc tcp could not be m aintaincd as 
smoo th as would be desirable. Becau e of thc severe por-
poising to which the model h ad bcen subj ccted during the e 
tests , i t was necessary to repair tlw covering on th e forebody 
bottom ncar the main stcp on several occasions. Each t ime 
the wood wa found to be water -soaked. For one test, this 
planing bo ttom was delibcrately roughcned by fitting strips 
of profilm, which were attached ju t forward of the main 
step and loose at the trailing end . The scatter of points \\-as 
increased and the lower limi t of stab ili ty \\-a8 su bstantially 
decreased. Thc e re ults emphasize the necessity of main-
taining thc ame coneli t ion of smoo thue s throughou t the 
tests if the resul ts obtained wi th diH'erent modifications arc 
to be comp arcd . 
The po rpoi ing mo tion that appears Oll dcpar turc in t rim 
below thc lowcr limi t is mainly mo tion in pitch and gcnerally 
clamps rapidly as the trim is incrcascd . Thc accuracy of 
the determinati on of this limi t is about ± XO fol' these te t . 
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The porpoising just beyond the hump speed is not particu-
larly yjoleJl t and the amplitud e of the motion increases slowly, 
The reverse is al 0 true; the amplitude decreases slowly when 
the trim is again increased, indicating that the damping 
force are small. Thi characteristic wa particularly evi-
dent for all the modification of model 101. 
POl'poi ing at th e upper limit i generally violent. After 
a \'Cry slight departure in trim above the upper limit, the 
pOl'poi ing motion increa es rapidly and appcars to be almost 
ind ependent of the amount of the departme in trim above 
thl' limit. The motion i mainly in rise , and thc model 
appear to bounce on the main step ,,-ith relatively li ttle 
vertical motion at the second step. The variation of the 
trim ancll'ise during this pOl'poising is 'how11 in figure 10(a) . 
The large ,-ariation in ri e is eyident f)'om the records. 
The aCCl1l'acy of determination of the upper limi t (increas-
ing trim) is about ± W for these tests. 
If the elevators are l'etmned to the settinO' at which the 
model \ya stable just before the pOl'poising began, the motion 
" 'ill no t top . Fmther deerea e in trim i neces ary to 
recover stability. The trim at which pOl'poi ing cease 
(upper limit, decreasing trim) is determined in these te ts to 
an accuracy of about ± %0. At 48 feet pel' second (fig . 9) 
the model did not tart pOl'poising until a trim of 9° \Va 
exceeded, but a recovery from this in tability could not be 
made until the trim wa decrea cd to almo t 6°. With a 
table condition at 4 feet per second there i a range of trims 
of about 7° in which the model does not porpoise, When 
porpoi ing at high angles i ta,rted, ho\"ever this range of 
stable trim is reduced to about 4 0, 
A record of the trim and rise during a recovery from this 
type of pOl'poising is shown in fiaul'e 10(b) . This record 
illustrate the sudden decrease in trinl as pOl'poising tops. 
The pre ence of the upper limit, decreasing trim, may 
account foI' the violent pOl'poisina that occu)' in making 
stalled landings with some flying boats which , at the amc 
time, apparently have no pOl'poising tendenc ies during the 
take-off . 
At high peed the lower limit is very definite and the 
ampli tude of the pOl'poising rapidly increases ,,-ith departUl'e 
in trim below the limit. ::'10 t of t he dynamic models tested 
in the tank show tbis characteristic. A record of the trim 
and ri e during this pOl'poising i shown in figure 10(e) . 
At ]0\\' speed, approximately 26 to 3] feet pel' second, 
another variation in the pOl'poising ""'as observed. If the 
trim is very suddenly increased to a high value, eitll eI' hy 
changing the elevator angle or by tal'tina violent pOl'poi iug 
because of a large decrea e in trim below the lo\\'er limit, a 
pOl'poising motion that is rnti rely uncontrollabl e may be 
established. The amplitude in several case \\'as greater 
than 10°. The 10\\'el' extreme of the trim lie below the 
lower limit, The upper extreme is a higher trim than can 
be obtained with the availabl e control moment and probably 
Lies above an upper limit. A recovery by 11 r of the ele-
vators was impossible ; the model ,,-as usually removed from 
the wa ter to prevent its being damaged, Figure IO Ce! ) 
shows the variation in trim and ri e during this pOl'poising. 
The condition of stability obtained with fixed ettings of 
the tail may be compared with the limits of tability ob-
tained by changing the angle of incidence of th e tail surfaces 
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until pOl'pOIOimg occu rs . Such a comparison i sho\l'n in 
figure 11. The re lilt obtained by either procedUl'e are 
sub tantially the ame. Thi agreement indicate that any 
small moment that may be introdu ced hy tllC prese nce of 
t he Bowden cabIt, arc negligible. 
A a rule , \\'hen te t arc made at constant speed, t.he 
stability characteri tics are determined for only one position 
of thc center of gravity. ::-'Iodifications of Lhe model are 
then te ted in an effor t to determine the changes that will 
increase the range of stable trims. A vailable information 
indicates that the principal cffect of moving the cen ter of 
gravity is the change in pitching momen t that results in a 
change in the trim. 
An increa e in the range of stable trims would be expccted 
to increa the range of stable po itions for the ccnter of 
gravity unle the modification produces a comparable 
change in hydrodynamic momen t . In order to determine 
the range of stable po itions for the center of gravity, tests 
are ordinaril~r mad e at accelera ted speed . 
Accelerated runs .- R es ults obtained by making It' l i1 t. 
accelerated speeds arc plotted in figure 12. T he limits of 
tability obtained at co nstant s peed arc also ho\\'n in 
fig ure 12. As the trim during the accelcra ted run cro se 
the limi t of stability, t he model begins to porpoi e and 
continu e pOl'poising until the trim is again in a stable reo-ion. 
In tll i respect the t,,·o methods give fairly co nsistent results. 
] f the co ntrol momen t and lift of the rl1l1- i7.e Hying boat 
a rc simulated Oil the model , this method give a rapid in di-
calio n of the tability. OIlly ettings of the ele\-ato l' u cd 
in aclual night need to be innstigatccl. Thi met hod has 
been 1I eel to clct('\'mine the range of posit ions for th(' ('(' ntel' 
of gra\'ily at whi ch the m odel is table . 
If the acceleration is mali , the amplitude of porpois ing 
may become large becau se the t ri m of the model is in an 
unstable region 1'01' a long pcriod of time. 'With a more 
rapid acceleration the model pa es through an un table 
region without developing a n apprec iablc amplitude of pO]'-
poising. This efrect has been noted in tests of enral models. 
The acceleration mu t therefore be reproduced as nearly a 
po sible for te ts of all moclificat ions of a model if the result 
a rc to be comparable. 
The results obtained by either method of testing are 
influ enced by wave. ' Vith accelerated run, ho\\-ever, 
th e presence of the wan will have a greater effect on the 
resul ts. Each rcading is a part of thc t ime hi tory of the 
\' a riatio ll of the t rim, and the readings at any particular 
peed are not indcpendent of previous read ings. If the trim 
is suddenly increased as the mod el passes through a wave, 
pOl'poising may be tarted and the read ings taken immedi-
ately thereafter arc changed by this in itial pOl'poi iug . For 
this reason all runs arc made wi th about the ame time 
in terval between l'Ul1S and about the same degree of roughn es 
of the wate r_ 
In the case of tests at accelerated speed the conclition of 
the waves in th e tank, the variation in rate of acceleration, 
and the gencral diffi cul ty of read ing trim during propoi ing 
cause con iderable scatter of the points when the results are 
plo tted . If the stabili ty characteristics of the model arc 
particularly poor, it is yery difficult to obtain data showing 
a systematic variation that te t of other models (by the sa me 
method) indicate is pre ent. 
Effect of variations in moment of inertia .- The effect on 
the porpoising characteri t ics of a change in moment of 
iner tia i of intere t becau e it is often nece sary 01' de imble 
Lo make tes ts at other than the design value . If the C011-
stt'llctiOll of the model i not ufficiently ligh t, thc moment of 
iner t ia of the unballa ted modcl may be such that it i 
impossible to obtain balance about the cen te r of gravity 
wi thout exceeding Lhe de ign value fot' the moment of inertia. 
' Vhen e\' cral load arc being investigated, it i u ually 
sufficient and mo t convenient to use one yalue of the 
moment of inertia for all the loads. 
In ord r to detcrmine the cffect of variation in thc moment 
of iner t ia on the limi ts of tabili ty, model lOlBC was nm 
wi th a 25-pel'cent cxces m omen t of iner tia, the gro load 
and mas mo,ing ver t ically being kept con ta nt. 
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The limits of stability for the normal condition (5.97 
slug-ft 2) and for a 25-percent exce (7.46 lug-ft 2) are 
shown in figure 13, The excess moment of inertia has little 
effect on the limits of tability within the accuracy of the 
tests, the only mea urable difference being at the upper limit, 
decrea ing trim. Since this limit is determined by a recovery 
from an exi ting lillstable condition, some change would be 
expected with a change in the moment of inertia. A pre-
cise adjustment of the moment of inertia of a model to the 
de ign value is, therefore, not critical if the limits of tability 
are to be determined from constant-speed runs, If several 
conditions of loading are being inve tigated, an average 
valu e of the moment of inertia may be used for all the loads, 
Unfortunately, comparable data were not obtained at 
accelerated speeds, Test of other model indicate, however, 
that very large departures from the de ign value of the 
moment of inertia do influence the re ult . 
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FIGU RE 15.-M odelIOIB C. Effect of varying the mass moving vertically on the 
amplitudes of porpoising. 
Effect of variations in mass moving vertically,--The effect 
of varying the mass moving vertically (model101BC) on the 
limits of stability is shown in figure 14. The mass moving 
vertically wa increased by adding a weight to the towing 
staff and an equal counterweight, thus keeping a constant 
load on the water. The normal ma s moving vertically 
(76.5 pound ) wa increased by 14 percent, 25 percent, and 
50 percent. 
The lower limit and the upper limi t, increasing trim, are 
wlaffected by the variation in mass moving vertically, 
within the limits of accuracy of the te ts. The upper limit, 
decreasing trim, is hifted to lower trim a the mas moving 
vertically i increa ed. uch a change i expected becau e 
this limit repre ent the trim of recovery from an ah'eady 
existing pOl'poising condition. 
Figure 15 how similar data obtained by accelerated 
runs for two etting of the tail group. In general, an 
increa e in rna moving vertically tend to delay the in-
crease in amplitude of pOl'poi ing. With neutral elevators 
and 95.6 powlds moving vertically, the amplitude appar-
ently did not have time to develop. With 114.7 pound 
moving vertically, the pOl'poising became unmanageable at 
a lower peed. Thi behavior i probably due to the pre -
ence of wave in the tanle With the tail set for minimum 
trim, the incl'ea e in amplitude of pOl'poi ing was definitely 
delayed as the ma s moving vertically wa increased. With 
thi etting of the tail and exces mass moving vertically, 
the model wa removed from the water soon after pOl'poi mg 
began , to prevent its being damaged. 
J 
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F' ''e 'U': 1 i.- M odel 101 nr. Encct of load coefficient on limits of stabili ty. 
Effe ct of variations of depth of step .- The lim it of 
stability, with till'ee dep ths of step, are shown in figure 16. 
The ch ange in the lower limi t is very small and is probably 
caused by changes in the condi t ion of the planing bottom 
rather than by the increase in depth of step . No appreciable 
change is expected because the mod el is planing on the fore-
body alone, and the only water striking the af terbody is the 
spray from under the forebody, which occurs at high speeds. 
The upper limi t of stabil ity, increasing tr im , is raised a 
the depth of s tep increases. This raising of the limi t may be 
caused by inereased afterbody clearance, better ventilation 
behind the step , or a combination of the two . 
With the hallow step (mod el 101BA) exces ive negative 
pressures we' re presen t during pOl'poising at high angles and 
high speeds; and both sides of the afterbody planing surface 
behind the tep were torn ou t of the mod el dur ing the tes ts. 
Pressure measurement made on ano ther m o&cl indicate that 
the negative pressures may become quite large during high-
angle porpoising. In this last-mentioned case either ventila-
tion of th e step by the installation of air du cts 01' an increase 
in the depth of step improved the performance. 
The upper limi t, decreasing trim, is also raised as the dep th 
of step is increa ed. The violence of the motion, as the trim 
is decreased to approach this limi t, is also reduced . The 
model is more controllable and generally easier to handle ' 
with a deep step. 
Effect of variations of gross load coeffi cient 060.- 0ross 
load coe ffi cient is defined by 
060 = 6 0/wb3 
where 
6 0 gross load, pounds 
w specific weight of water , pounds pel' cu bic foot . 
b beam of hull , feet 
Th e efI'ects of variations in load coefficient on th e limits of 
stability arc shown in figul' e 17. For thes tests the momen t 
of iner tia and the mass moving ver tically were kept constan t. 
The previous tests indicate that the effects of variations of 
the e quantitie are small and for convenience they were not 
varied. 
Over the hump and at intermediate planing speeds, the 
lower limi t of stabili ty is raised as the load coefficient is in-
creased . There is an increase in damping at speeds just 
ove r the hump with the higher load coefficients, the model 
witll th e' mallest load coefficient (06 0 =0 .62) having almosL 
11 0 dampi ng at all in this speed range. At high speeds the 
lower limi ts of stab ili ty with the three values of the load 
coeffic ient tend to app roach the same trims. 
The varia t ion in the upper limit of stabili ty, increasing 
trim, is small and i not so c9nsisten t as the variation in the 
lower limi t. The limi t is raised as the load is increased and, 
with the same available tr mming moment, the limi t first 
a ppears at a higher speed. 
The eA'ect on the lower branch of the upper limi t is quite 
large. As the load coefficient is increased, this limi t is ra ised 
and the speed at which it first appears is inereased . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Two method for investigat ing the stab ili ty characteristics 
of dynamic model have been ugge ted: 
(1) Tests at constant speed .- The attitude of the mod el 
is varied by means of the tail group , and the trim at whicb 
pOI'poising begins 01' stops is noted. This typ e of test 
defin es the range of trims at which the model is table. 
Al though an accurate simulation of full-size control 
moment is no t essen t ial, sufficien t control should be avail-
a bl e to attain the limi ting trims. A shift of the cen ter of 
gravity may be neces ary to obtain thi control moment. 
Small variations in the moment of iner tia and in the 
mass moving vert ically have a negl igible effect on the 
limi ts of stability. With an exces, of either , a ligh t shift 
of the upper limi t, decreasing trim, i made toward lower 
trims. 
The porpoising characterist ics are generally determined 
for only one posit ion of the center of gravity by thi method. 
In order to determine the range of stable positions for the 
center of gravity, th e following method requires less t ime 
and is consequently preferable. 
_. - ----, 
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(2) Tests at accelerated speed.-Th e trim and ampli tud e 
of porpoising are noted at predetermined speeds dUTing an 
accelerated run. D ata are taken for two or three etting 
of the tail. Thi type of test determines the amplitudes 
of porpoising of the model over the range of available control 
moment. 
Oontrol momen ts, corresponding to the full size, must be 
simula ted if these resul t are to be u ed in predicting full-
size behavior. 
. Maintaining correct momen t of iner tia and mass moving 
ver tically i more importan t if this procedme is used than 
if tests are of the constant-speed type. 
Different ampli tude of pOI'poi ing can be obtained for 
the arne model by varying the rate of acceleration. Wi th 
the presen t method for controlling the towing carriage, an 
accUTate reproduction of accelerated runs j difficult . 
A combination of the two methods for te t ing would 
probably give the rna t reliable resul ts with the least amount 
of testing. The limits of stability would be fiult determined 
by malting constant-speed nms. Modification would be 
made on the basis of these te ts and the merit of any alter-
ation in form would, in general, be measured in terms of 
changes of the stability limit. The modification showing 
the rna t de ira ble sta bility characteristics would then be 
te ted by accel ra ted rtms, and the range of stable positions 
for the cen ter of o-ravity would be dete rmined. These last-
men tioned tests would indicate any further changes neces ary 
to make this range of positions correspond to tho e necessary 
for aerodynamic stability . 
Increa ing the depth of tep has no appreciable effect 
on the lower limit· of stability. The upper limit are ra ised 
with an increa e in depth of step, and the violence of high-
angle pOI'poi ing i greatly reduced . 
Increa ing the load coefficient rai e the lower limit of 
stability . The effect is greatest at intermedia te planing 
speed . The upper limi t, increa ing trim, i rai ed a the 
load i increa ed and the peed at which th i limit is fir L 
determined is also increased . T he upper l:imi t , decl'ea ing 
trim, i moved to h igher trims and peeds with an increa e 
in load coefficient. 
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APPENDIX 
DETERMINATIO N OF THE PITCHING MOME T OF INERTIA OF A DYNAM IC M ODEL 
In an experimental study of the longitudinal stability of a 
flying boat by the use of a model, it is desirable that the mo-
tion of the model correctly reproduce those of the full-size 
craft. It i therefore necessary to measure the pitching 
moment of iner tia of the model. T his mea urement may 
be accomplished by swinging the model as a compound 
pendulum. 
..,--,....--.._.~---- - Pair o f k nife edges 
.. -·Riqld link s 
FIGUR E 18.-Knife-cdgc pendulum for dciermina Uoll of momen t of incr Ua. 
Knife-edge pendulum.- An elementary form of the 
pendulum is that shown in figure 18. The model is suspended 
by means of r igid links from a pair of kn ife edges. A de-
tailed eli cussion of the method is given in reference 8. The 
virtual moment of inertia of the model about a lateral axis 
through it center of gravity may be expressed as follows: 
where 
f true moment of inertia of structure of model about a 
lateral axis through i ~s center of gravity, slug-ft 2 
Tl period of oscillation of complete pendulum, sec 
WI weight of complete pendulum, Ib 
L l distance from axis of rotation (knife eelges) to center of 
gravity of complete pend ulum, ft 
Tz period of swinging gear alone, sec 
W2 weight of swinging gear alone, lb 
Lz distance from kn ife edges to center of gravity of swinging 
gear, ft 
W weight of model, Ib 
9 accelerat ion du e to gravity, ft/sec 2 
V volume of model, cu ft 
p mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
M a addit ional mass effect due to momentum imparted to 
surrounding air, slugs 
14 
L distance from Imife edges to center of gravity of model, 
ft 
f A additional moment of inertia of air disturbed by model 
about knife edges, slug-ft 2 
The first two terms of the equation represent, respectively, 
the moments of inertia about the lmife-edge axis of the com-
plete pendulum and of the swinging gear alone. The last 
term transfers the remaining moment of inertia (that of the 
model itself) to a parallel axis through the center of gravity 
of the model. The factor (~ + Vp + M A ) is the true mass 
of the model as swung. This factor is the sum of the mass 
determined from the weight of the model in a.ir Wi the mass of g 
air entrapped in the model V p; and the additional mass 
effect due to the motion imparted to the surrounding air M A • 
Under ordinary conditions, the last two effects may be 
safely neglected. The third term of the equation f A is the 
moment of inertia (about the axis of oscillation ) of the air 
set in motion by the mod el. 
In the design of a full-scale flying boat, the moment of 
inertia is usually computed for the structure alone. This 
value, when reduced in proportion to the fifth power of the 
scale of the model, is that to which the moment of inertia of 
the str ucture of the model should correspond. The neglect 
of the f A term in swinging the model causes an appreciable 
error. For example (if the re ul ts obtained with ACA 
model 101 are used), the value of f A computed by the method 
of reference 8 is 0.32 slug-feet2 or 5.4 percen t of the true 
momen t of inertia desired for the structure alone, 5.97 
slug-feet z. 
The pendulum should be kept short in order that th e 
momen t of in ertia of the model about its own center of 
gravity be a large part of the mom en t of inertia of the 
total pendulum abou t the axjs of oscillation. 
The error in measuring a momen t of iner tia that may be 
eXl)ected in any given case may be easily determined from 
the fundamen tal formula and the probable errors in measur-
ing time, length, and weight. In the case of the sub ject 
model, this error amounts to approximately 1 percen t. 
Care must also be taken that the model is winging in an 
arc about the knife-edge axis and that no other freedom is 
pos ible. 
Added-weight method of swinging.- A some\vhat more 
convenien t adapta.tion of the compound pendulum i at 
present used at the NACA tank . .Figure 19 shows the 
arrangement. In th is method the model i su pencl ed from 
the towing staff actually used in testing. The ball-bearing 
- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - --.. 
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pivot is located at the de ired center of gravity to be tested 
and an additional weight is su pended rigidly below the 
model to give the pendulum stability. A compound pen-
dulum is thus formed with it cen ter of gravity somewhat 
below the pivot. The following equation may be derived: 
I =wl - - - - I ( T 2 l) 471"2 9 to 
wbere 
1 moment of iner tia of model about a lateral axis through 
it cen ter of gravity, slug-ft 2 
wadded weight, lb 
l distance from pivot to center of gravity of added weight, 
ft 
T period of oscillation, se 
I to moment of inertia of add ed weigh t ftbo ut it own center 
of gravi ty, slug-H 2 
The moment of iner tia of the added weight about it own 
center of gravity may in mo t cases be neglected . Ambien t-
air effects have not been con ie/ered in the above equation, 
and their omi ion results in an error exactly the same a 
that du e to their omission from the formula for the knife-
edge ystem. The pos ible error due to error in measure-
ment i , of course, the same a that in a knife-edge pendulum. 
The chief advantages in the use of an added-weight 
pendulum lie in the ease of setting up and balancing the 
model. One di advantage is that the friction of the ball-
bearing pivot i higher than that of a set of knife edges, making 
it more difficult to get a ufficien t number of oscillations. 
Ballasting proeed ure .- The u ual procedure followed at 
the ACA tank i to suspend the model at the de ired 
location of the center of gravity and to balance the model 
about the pivot by trial location of ballast . The added 
weight.i then attached to the model and a trial moment of 
inertia obtained. Computations then indicate the proper 
location and amount of ballast to give the correct location 
of the center of gravity and the correct moment of iner tia. 
From the trial balla t and its location, the center of gravi ty 
of the unballasted model and its moment of iner tia may be 
determined. The following relations may then be worked 
out (see fig. 18). 
and 
wh ere 
7'D moment arm of balla t required, ft 
I T r equired moment of inerti a about pivot, lug-ft 2 
_-t-+~/ - Pivot 
__ - -- -Liqhf -weiqh t cord 
FIGURE J9.- Added-weight mcthod of swinging model to determine momcnt of inertia. 
10 moment of inertia of unballasted model about its own 
center of gravity, slug-ft 2 
Wo weight of unballas ted model, lb 
To moment arm of unballa ted model, ft. 
i b moment of inertia of ballast weight about its own center 
of gravity, lug-ft2. eglect, at least, for first 
approximation of Tb. 
Wb r equired balla t weight, lb 
A check determination of the moment of inertia is usually 
made after setting the proper ballast at the compu ted 
location. 
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TABLE I.- OFFSETS OF MODEL 101BA 
IDimensions in in ches] 
Distance below base liue 
d H I B2 
a 1.40 2.80 
B3 
4.20 
B4 
5.60 
R 
Half·breadth 
WLI WL2 W L:l WIA WL5 WL6 WL7 
b7.00 5.60 4.20 2.!lO 1.40 0 -1.40 
[--- ------ - - ---- - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - ----- - ------------- - - - - - - - --
F. ·P. _____________________ 0 1 __________________________ 
.67 2 _____ . ____ _________ ______ _ 3. 19 3 _____________ 
----.-------
5. 70 4 __ ___ _____________________ 10.73 5 __________________________ 15. 77 6 ____________________ ______ 20.80 7 __________________________ 25.83 8 __________________________ 30.80 9 __________________________ 35.89 9A ________________________ 36.60 10 _________________________ 40.92 
11. _____ 
----.--------- .---
45.95 12 ______ 
- .-------- ------
50. 99 13 F ______________ ____ _____ 56.02 
13A ____ 
-----------
0 14 ____ 
- - -------
.-------
6 1. 05 13 15 ____________ 
--------.---
66.08 .22 16 _________ ___ 
------------
71. II . 34 17 _________________________ 76. 14 . 48 18 __ ________________ . _____ _ 8 1. 17 .63 19 ___ _____ ________ 86.2.1 .76 20 . ________________________ 91. 24 I. 23 
21 _________________________ 93. 17 I. 64 
22 _________________________ 96.27 23 ___________ __________ ____ 101. 30 24 . _____ . ____ ______________ 106.33 25 __ ______ __ _______________ Ill. 36 26 _________________________ 116.39 27 ________ . ________________ 121. 43 27A _______________________ 122. 16 28 _______________ 126. 12 29 __________________ . ______ 127. 46 30 _____________ . 
----------
128. 13 
A . p --- 128.4 1 
• Distance from center line to buttock . 
b Distance from base line to water linr. 
4. 
4. 
~. 26 4.42 -3.26 -3. 26 0 
3.08 4.28 -.68 -2. 36 1. 11 
2.44 3.84 2.54 -.64 0.36 2.72 
I. 93 3. 45 4. 12 .61 2.27 I. 08 3.72 
I. 23 2.85 5.83 2.36 4.42 3.35 2. 62 5.07 
. 7 2.45 6.61 3. 48 5.53 4.64 3.96 3.53 5.93 
. 49 2.20 6.98 4.20 6.17 5.42 4.77 4.34 6.50 
.29 I. 98 7. 24 4.69 6.59 5.94 5.31 4.86 0.81 
18 I. 87 7.38 4.97 6.81 6. 24 5.66 5. 21 6.99 
. 10 I. 2 7.49 5. 15 6.97 6.45 5.94 5.H 7.09 
.09 I. 0 7.52 5. 17 6.99 6.48 5.97 5.47 7.10 
17 .07 1.78 7.60 5.52 5. 27 4.99 7. 12 5. 70 
.06 I. 80 7.72 5.63 5.38 5. II 7. 10 5.70 
II 1. 86 7. 83 5.74 5.49 5.24 7.04 5 70 
. 22 I. 97 7.94 5. 6 5.61 5. 40 6.93 5.70 
7.54 5.46 5.21 5.00 5. 70 
.44 2. 12 7. 06 5. 05 4.80 4.59 6.78 5. 49 6. i3 
.72 2. 31 6.58 4.69 4.44 4. 24 6.59 5. 15 6.39 
I. 05 2.54 6.09 4. 41 4. 15 3.95 6. :16 4.61 5 . 4 
1 
I. 42 2.82 5.61 4. 22 3.97 3. 76 6.08 3.82 5.05 
1. 83 3. 13 5. 13 4. IZ ~.~ 3.66 5.77 2.78 4.02 2.29 3. 49 4.64 4. 13 3.67 5. 41 I. 42 2.65 
17 2.78 3.88 4. 15 4. 15 3.90 3.82 5.02 0 .91 
2.98 4.04 3.97 3.97 3.97 4.86 { r~d} 
3.32 4. 32 4. ,'iS 
3. R9 4.79 4. II 
4. 50 5.3 1 3.59 
5. 15 5.87 3.0:3 
5.84 6.46 2.44 
6 . . 'is 7.08 I. R2 
6.69 7. 18 1. 72 
7.39 7.7 1 1. 10 
~.~ 7.92 . 78 8.02 . '16 
7.98 7.98 () 
TABLE n.- AFTERBODY OFFSETS FOR MODEl ,S 101 BR 
AND 101BC 
IDimensions ill inches. Offsets not given are same as !OIBA] 
Both modcls lVl' odellOIBB , 0.70 stcp Mod el 10IBC', 1.0 step depth depth 
Dis-
Sta- tance Half- Dista nce below Distance below I,ion (rom breadth ilase line base line F. P . 
e i r (l b c k II b c k 
--------------------------
13A _ 56.02 5.70 6.93 4. 17 7.24 5. 16 4.91 (a) 6.94 4. 86 4.61 (a) 
14 ___ 61. 05 5. 49 6.73 4. 17 6.76 5. i 5 4.50 0.04 6. 46 5.45 4.20 (a) 15 ___ 66.08 5. 15 6.39 4. 17 6.28 4.39 4. 14 . 12 5.98 4.09 3.84 ( a) 16 ___ 71. II 4.61 5.84 4.17 5. 79 4. II 3. 5 .24 5. 49 3.81 3.55 (a) 17 ___ 76. 14 3.82 5.05 4.17 5.31 3.92 3.67 .39 5.01 3.62 3.37 0.09 18 ___ 81. 17 2. 78 4.02 4. 17 4.83 3.82 3.57 . 54 4.53 3.52 3.27 .24 
19 ___ 86.21 I. 42 2.65 4.17 4.34 3.~~ 3.58 .67 4.04 3.53 n~ .37 20 ___ 9J. 24 0 .91 4. 17 3.85 3.8 3.60 J. 01 3. 55 3. 5 .71 
21 ___ 93. 17 
------
{ . 18 
rad }417 3.67 -_.--. 3.67 I. 34 3.37 .-.--. 3. 37 I. 04 
a No radi us; draw to chine. 
0.34 
0.62 I. 75 
0.95 2.35 
0.20 I. 65 3.80 
1. 29 3.65 
2.44 
0.50 3.53 
.92 4.36 
I. 30 5.06 
I. 40 5. II 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrowS 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol Designation 
LongitudinaL __ X X Rolling _____ LateraL _______ Y Y Pitching ____ 
NormaL _______ Z Z yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
--
L Y--+Z Roll _____ 'P U P 
M Z--+X Pitch ____ (J v q 
N X--+Y yaw _____ if; w 'T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D Diameter p Power, absolute coefficient Op= fDa p Geometric pitch pn 
pjD Pitch ratio 
08 ~vs V' Inflow velocity Speed-power coefficient= Pn2 
V8 Slipstream velocity 
'YJ Efficiency 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~ n Revolutions per second, rps pn 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:) 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= ~ cI> Q pn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
